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In this beautiful paperback edition featuring French flaps, hugely popular lifestyle blogger, YouTube

star, and designer Mr. Kate (Kate Albrecht) offers a stunning collection of step-by-step personal

style and home projectsâ€”woven in with quirkily hilarious stories and anecdotes.Do you dream of

finding ways to infuse do-it-yourself projects into every aspect of your life and have fun doing it?

From the quirky personality behind the Mr. Kate brand comes a not-so-average DIY lifestyle book

that will make your dreams of creating unique how-to projects become reality.Filled with 50 unique

and approachable projects, along with hysterical, unfiltered stories from Mr. Kateâ€™s crazy life, A

Hot Glue Gun Mess will show how life can inspire art. Growing up with a high-powered Hollywood

father and an oddball, down-to-earth mother, Kate Albrecht had a childhood that was anything but

normal. From how her first period influenced her to become an artist to how her friendship with a

high-priced hooker encouraged DIY beauty products, Mr. Kateâ€™s stories are weird, wonderful,

personal, inspiring, and downright hilarious.Her love of self-expression inspired Mr. Kate to create

her own DIY life and a social media platform to connect with young women everywhere. Her

projects involve style, home design, and beauty, including DIY nail art techniques, upcycled projects

for your old jeans , and watercolor curtains. You donâ€™t have to be a seamstress, metalsmith, or

expert at anything to enjoy these projects, all of which are doable in under two hours and require a

minimal number of supplies. Now you, too, can become a DIY diva!
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If you are anything like me, I search the shelves at my local book store and find myself empty

handed because of the lack of creativity that comes within the newest reading releases. Each DIY

book contains the same projects, follows the same format, and at times feels like I'm reading the

same text in each book. When branching out to autobiographies, the same exact story of loss and

triumph are usually given with the exception of a new face plastered on the cover. Sometimes I feel

as though with these categories, content has become unoriginal and the "true self" of people are

lost between the lines of text they try to provide their audience for a positive and inspiring reaction. If

you've found yourself in this same "reading rut" as I have, then I definitely recommend reading Mr.

Kate's newest book release, "A Hot Glue Gun Mess".Kate takes you on a journey through short

stories of her life in real events that helped defining who she is in her life today. This amazing,

uncensored book gives a sign of relief that unoriginal content has not been lost and you truly feel as

though you are talking to your closest, best friend with the stories Kate selflessly tells providing

laughter, embarrassment, love, separation, and even those that make you want to blush yourself

just hearing about! This new take on an autobiography is very refreshing and unlike any other

autobiography I've read in the past.What also separates this release from others is that Kate puts

her fashion, interior decorating, and DIY professionalism spin on each short story provided for a fun

new project you can try at home yourself.
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